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In this week ' s "University Report" the birth of a 
new university - and its interest is not just that 
it is physically new but also that it is breaking 
ground in its concept, priorities and practicel 
I'm making these rather extravagent claims abou t 
Nigeri ' a sixth university and I t '1ink you ' 11 see 
why in a minute - it ' s situated jn t :h e Hid - West 
State of Nigeria at Benin City and it is called the 
Mid - West Institute of Technology. An 1nstitute is 
really a university? I can just hear the academic 
diehards muttering "how can it be a proper univer
sit y" - and they'd probably say more when they heard 
that it only has threefaculties and a ll of them science 
ones . 
Well in December in Benin, Joe Snomi talked to the 
institute's Vice-Chancellor, Mr . Glynn Phillips and 
with this is mind Joe asked Mr . Phillips first if 
the Institute of Technology really is a ~niversity. 

Well I'm glad to say that we are a university and 
this fact was recognised by the Nigerian University's 
Commission as I':igeri'a sixth university . We've used 
the title Institute of Technology because initially 
¼e were very anxi ous that this should not take the 
traditional pattern of the other Nigerian universities, 
We were going to concentrate init i ally only on three 
faculties - science, both pure and applied, engin
eering and also medicine . So we wanted it, in 
particular , to serve the real needs of Nigeria and 
to this extent I thi nk that we wanted to make it 
rather different in concept to the more traditional 
universities which woul d have faculties of humanities 
and so - on associated with them . 

Is there any time when you envisage that you ' ll add 
some of these faculties? 

Well the new edict was published in the last few days 
by the military government here and this is the law 
that sets itself as a university . I distress that 
for the first eight years there would be no further 
developments in any direct i on to produce new faculties , 
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Now this doesn't mean of course that we cannot add 
ancillary courses and we do believe we ought to do 
this. We don't want to become just a moron, just . 
an engineer who knows a lot of engineering but can' t 
express himsPlf. So we do want to add to this some 
liberal studies, some management studies, economics 
and social science . But t hese won't form a faculty 
in themselves but will really be ancillary to the 
main directions of this university. 

Do I t ake it t hat you'll get your engirie~ring students 
to do these ancillary subjects for their degree period~ 

Yes, throughout the whole time. We already are 
giving them remedial english. We find in Nigeria that 
that some of our students find great difficulty in 
communicating in the english language,so that we 
real ly try to give them english , remedial english, 
and other liberal &rts eventually will be added . 
But our engineering students will be undertaking a 
course which has been very successful in Britain, 
namely the Sandwich System - some people don't like 
to use the word 'sandwich' it's too near food and 
they use the words ' intregated form of training ' , but 
it has been very ouccessful because the students 
spend four rnonihs of every year in industry . Now 
we are going to pioneer this form of training here 
in Nigeria because we believe that it is neccessary 
to have engineers who really know how to use their 
hands, engineere who get +heir hands dirty if you 
like, and we did our conference here last year on 
universities in industry - 'Partnership in Progress' 
we called this . When we asked industries in the 
first instance 'what do you want, what sort of people 
do you want in the 70's?'and secondly we asked them 
'will you help us?' In other words will they assist 
us to train t hese students. Well the response has 
been ·overwhelming and our first thrity engineers wlll , 
be going out into industry in April next year to do 
their first six months training. I'm not suggesting 
that this is unique in any way in the world, but I 
think it is unique in Nigeri'a , and our information 
is anyway, from these companies, that Nigeria needs 
practical engineers and not ~esk engineers. 

Going into the field to do this practical work, 
wouldn ' t that increase the number of years you have 
to spend in the university? 

Well nc, you see they will be spending each year 
twenty-two weeks inside and six months outside , and 
then another eleven or so, so it really splits the 
year itl half, they won I t have the holidays that other 
students will have, they will be working in industry 
during this time, and the course will stretch up to 
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to five years. Now we are.really concentratirig in 
the first instance on producing engineers, this is 
what the petroleum industry tells us for example, 
that they would like to have real engineers, leave 
the actual topping up in the detail fashion to pro
duce the petroleum engineer to them, they will assist 
us in this element . And sirnilarily if you are pro
ducing roujs , let the people who are making the roads, 
l et them produce the civil engineer who specialises 
in roads and bridges and so- on . So I think we are 
now trying to establish what we can do be s t , namely 
to train them to thi nk , and we are using industry , 
or asking industry, to train them to do 'vhat they can 
do best, namely how to do things. TGgether we hope 
that we ' ll produce a rather special but at l east very 
useful engineer. 

I take it then tha t from the initial a student knows 
what branch of engineering he wants to do. If he r 
goes into this field and then discovers that he 
hasn ' t t he practical or the calling to do that 
particular branch of engineering, is he allowed to 
change when he com~s back? 

Well this is a point , this is why we are ~reducing, 
in the first instance, engineers and not civil , 
electrical or mechanical or petrol eum or geophysical 
and all these other aspects . We are not designating 
on this , we are going to make engineers , so that if 
they don ' t fit into one branch they can fit in re 
asonably well into the other. But I wouldn ' t like to 
put on too much emphasis, perhaps there has been 
already too much emphasis on · engineering alone. ~e 
do have other facult i es ~swell , and our science 
faculty is probably the strongest at the moment, we 
have full professors in chemistry, physics, biology, 
rr,athamatics and a complete anc i llary staff in this 
di rection , we l l equipped laboratori es , and we are 
hoping to produce applied scientists in these areas 
too, and i n particular the pharmaceutical chemistry 
area . Our information is ~hat Nieeria is very short 
of people who can enter the pharmaceutical industry 
at the sales production management level, that the 
other faculties are producing more pharmacists for 
use in shops or hospit a l s and we are really setting 
out to do this i n conjunction with a pharmaceutical 
industry generally , to have a chap who knows something 
about chemistry, knows how to produce the right f~rm 
of antibiotic, prepare it , and then even go out in a 
van and sell it, and look after all the economical 
side that is associated with it . 
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So the institute is really committed to practical 
planned relevance from its inception; You know it 
also makes me real ise that a new university does have 
quite considerable advantage~ in a way over its 
older colonia l inspired counterparts - in many ways 
it's easier to start something like this than it is 
to adapt and change! Of course the Mid - West 
Institute of Technology is not Africa's first 
specialist t echnical university - indeed there are 
many comparisons to be filade between it and the 
University of Science and Technology in Kumasi, Ghana . 
But there is one thing about Benin that as far as 
I know is unique in Africa - something that the 
Institute hopes will go a long way towards solving 
an almost universal problem - that of the students 
level of education when they enter university - the 
fact that secondary schools produce students wi th 
an inadequate training for a university course 
particularly in science . So first of al l Joe Snomi 
asked Mr. Phillips if in fact he was worried about 
his students standard ••• 

We we are very concerned about this I must say . We 
set an entrance scholarship examinat ion and indeed 
I keep wonoering were we actuall y examining the 
students or were we examining the school , because 
the standards varyed enormously , some schools didn't 
do biology and yet we set biology questions to them. 
Some schools didn't do mathamatics yet they had to 
answer mathamatics questions , so the marks in the 
end didn't give a very good indication of the type 
of student . Also we have a situation which is 
peculiar to Nigeria where so many people do the 
higher school certificate but fail it, and they come 
to us afterwards, so when the~, come to us we feel 
that we must r e - teach a lot of the material that 
they ' ve had and this is why we have undertaken this 
foundation course which is designed basically to 
eliminate any qualities in their educational back
ground previously, and it has to this extent su~ceeded, 
But the schools and thP. students I think this is 
somethi ng tha t Nigeria must really look a t very 
seriously, can eve ry school offer a complete range 
of H.S.C., as it is still used here , or 'A ' level 
elsehwere, subjects, or should these not be centraliser 
I think, we feel , anyway, if we get good '0' level 
students and put them into our foundation year then 
I think we feel we can convert them into the sort 
of peopl e necessary as a spring- board for future 
academic life . 

I think you just mentioned something which is new 
to me and I am sure might be new to some of our 
listeners - you talked about the foundation course , 
what does this entail? 
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Well , the foundation year course is very much modelled 
as they have on the epen University in Britain . 
You see, people - adults, mature individuals - who've 
perhans escaped the educational net on the first 
time round and are now rethinking and converting 
t hemselves into scientists . So without really any 
formal education behind them this foundat i on course 
was developed to eliminate this and to bri ng them up 
to the standard of a normal first year university 
student in the basic subje0ts of chemistry, physics, 
mathamatics and biology. 5ut it isn ' t taught as 
separate subjects, it's taught as an integrated 
science year . 
Now I found myself in my degree courses, in the past . 
converting myself into a chemist , but really if I 
had to ask myself what was I really doing, what was 
science all about then I really couldn't answer this. 
I was working so mechan ically , I coul d analyse some• 
thing and tell you how to so that. But really what 
was the ob j ects , what was the a i ms of science, what 
were its methods and the methodology and the history 
of science? I knew very l ittle about this, but this 
is taken into account in this , so we are trying t o 
produce, if you like , a scientist , bu~ a cultural 
scientist who doPsn 't think of science as being 
water- t i ght compartments but really str etches beyond 
the disciplines. I really believe that this is the 
approach we ne@d to modern science , it is high time 
we stopped these compartmentalisations of science and 
to intregate them in to one united course, and the 
eqnipment t hat is designed to do this is exactly 
useful i n this respect and we are using all the 
aud i o-vis ual techniques - t elevis i on , radio - that 
are in use in Fnglish here in Nigeria. 

Should you talk about the. physical apfearan ce of the 
~niversity when it takes shape - is it go i ng to be 
like all the other universities we know in the country 
or are your buildings going to be much more modest? 

Well we have, at the present time, a site what we 
have called the temporary site, where you are actually 
inter-viewing me now . We have all the whole range of 
buildings including hostel accomodation here on this 
site . What we are hoping to do ~s to keep this as a 
Foundation Year College , so that everyone who comes 
initially will go through this Foundation Year College, 
then we will trar.sfer physically from this site to 
our permanent site where already our university 
hospital is established . It will open in April of 
next year and this will house our Faculty of Medicine , 
~ur intermediate buildings . We have another Faculty 
of Science building which will be the bridge between 
this temporary site and the permanent site. Now l 
think it has beeri expr essed many times over the list 
few days , in our first year cor. regation, that we 
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don ' t want to spGnd our money on bricks and mortar 
to produce grand bui ldings purGly of pr esti ge value. 
We want to make them utilitarian , we don ' t mind how 
much we spend on equipment for the training of 
students , but if the builaings are not going to be 
quite so elabora te as somewhGre else in Nigeria, 
well we don 1 t mind this . But on t he other hand, let 
me h~sten to add that we don't want to make them s o 
shodd y t hat we will be ashamed of them . The universit:; 
hospital tha t we have now is really very attractive 
in appearancE but r eally cuts the t hrills down to a 
minimum , I think we'd like to take our plan f r om that 
and have this l arge .campus , there 1 s plenty of land 
that we have t he re where we will final ly l i ve , in the 
.same style as t he one we have already s t arted, mode s t 
but not shoddy . 

You ' v e exi sted for a year . What are your r egr ets, 
what are your achi evements? 

Well I think looking back over the per i od of the 
year we found i,:; a very cxci ting yea,r . We had just 
a handful· of staff here a year ago and now we have a 
full range of a cad emic staff. I find this is the most 
satisfactory achjevement - we ' ve brought a whole 
group of people here who can build and produc e this 
university to the one of highest qual i ty . We started 
with a hundred stud ents last year and we wer e able to 
house t he m, feed them, teach them , exami ne them, and 
the ext ernal exami ners were drawn from outside Ni geria 
and they said that their standing was really quite 
remarkably high . · So I think that this in itself 
was somethi ng t hat we will oe very proud of , t hat our 
students , well after all that is wha t we exist for in 
the end to teach our stud ents, tha t we did a chieve 
this and that we are now moving into our second yea r 
s atisfactorily and tha t we are housing an d doing degre~ 
courses in chemistry, physics , bio:J.ogy , mathamatics, 
engine ering and i~ medicine. So that in one year we 
feel tha t thi s is a r easonable achievement . 

So no r egrets yet for Mr. Gl ynn Ph i ll i ps, Vice
Chancell or of t he on e year old Mi d- Wes t Institute of 
Technology and he w~s there talking to Joe Snomi in 
Benin City, and I must say I l ook forward very much 
ind eed t o seeing how ·the instit ut~ develops - v ery 
exci t ing . Well time to go now I'm afraid - I ' ll be 
back then, so join me then . 
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